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Abstract
Some sections of the theory of shock-wave processes in condensed media require substantial refinement. From a detailed
analysis of the concept of heat of reaction, it follows that the three known heats of reaction characterize the same
transformation of the reacting medium from three different sides. When considering the flows of a reacting medium, it is
necessary to take into account turbulence and its changes as an analogue of thermal motion and physicochemical
transformations of matter. Based on the analysis of the results of a unique experiment, it was concluded that the deformation of
the condensed medium is a factor that determines the reaction rate along with temperature.
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Introduction
This article analyses three fundamental issues to
which insufficient attention is paid in the studies on the
physics of explosion. The first question is that there are
at least three different heats of the same reaction.
But this is usually not taken into account in the studies
on the physics of explosion. The second question – in
the case of condensed media, turbulence is usually
neglected, although it is turbulence, if present, that
determines the structure of the shock or detonation
wave. The third question is that temperature is usually
considered the main external factor that determines the
reaction rate. However, there is an experiment
according to which the current deformation rate of the
medium is also such a factor.
We consider these issues in more detail.
Determination of the heat of reaction
Researchers of explosives tend to believe that each
explosive can be assigned a certain heat of reaction
Q(α),
where the chemical composition α, for
simplicity, will be considered one-component.
Therefore, in studies of explosives, expressions of the
form:

E ( X , Y , α ) = Eh ( X , Y , α ) + Q(α )
30

are frequent, where E is specific internal energy, Eh is
the measure of the thermal motion and mechanical
stresses of the medium, here and in what follows
arguments X, Y represent a pair of independent
parameters (P, V), (P, T) or (V, T). Here P is pressure,
V is specific volume, T is temperature.
However, for an unambiguous division of the
internal energy of the medium into two parts,
appropriate physical criteria are needed. In particular, a
criterion is needed that allows dividing unambiguously
the measure of motion of all valence electrons between
mechanical stresses and chemical bonds. Since such
criteria are not known today, it is better to abandon the
division of the internal energy of the medium into parts
as an unnecessary complication of the theory of
explosives. Therefore, we will consider the internal
energy of the reacting medium as a whole. This is
considered in manuals on thermodynamics, in
particular, in the well-known course of theoretical
physics by L.D. Landau and E.M. Lifshitz [1, 2].
It follows from what has been said that the heat of
reaction can be determined only in relation to a
preselected initial state of the explosive. We denote the
parameters of such a state by the index zero – E0, P0,
V0, T0, α0 and represent it by the point P0, V0 on the
P–V plane (Fig. 1).
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In many studies, the heat Qcal (4) is often denoted
as QV and is identified with the heat QVT (1), and
expression (5) is interpreted as the ratio between QP
and QV (see in [3, p. 126]).
This is an error, and indeed, according to
equations (1) and (4), from Qcal = QVT it follows
E (V0 , T0 , α ) = E ( P0 , T0 , α ) . The last equality is possible
Fig. 1. Isotherms of reaction products on the P–V plane:
A a for T = T0; B for T = 0 K

We consider the same chemical transformation of
explosive α0 → α, occurring under three different
conditions – at constant V and T, at constant P and T,
and at constant P and V. The final composition is not
necessarily equilibrium. The corresponding final states
of the reaction products are designated on the P–V
plane by points 1, 2, and 3 (Fig. 1). Points 1 and 2 are
located on the T0 isotherm of the reaction products, and
point 3 coincides with point P0, V0. It should be borne
in mind that the state P0, V0, α exists for the reaction
products only under the condition that the zero
isotherm of these products (T = 0 K) passes below the
initial state of the explosive in pressure (Fig. 1).
We present the expressions of three heats of the
same reaction α0 → α:

QV = QVT = E ( P0 , V0 , α 0 ) − E( P1, V0 , α ) =
= E (V0 , T0 , α 0 ) − E ( P0 ,V0 , α ) ,

(1)

QP = QPT = E0 − E ( P0 ,V2 , α ) − P0 (V2 − V0 ) =
= E0 − E ( P0 , T0 , α ) − P0 (V2 − V0 ) ,
QPV = E ( P0 , V0 , α 0 ) − E ( P0 , V0 , α ) .

(2)
(3)

Below, when using expression (3), it will be assumed
that the state P0, V0, α for the reaction products exists.
As is known from [3], one more heat of reaction is
determined in calorimetric bombs – the calorimetric
heat of reaction Qcal. An analysis of the processes in
such bombs leads to the determination of the heat Qcal
and its relationship with QPT:

Qcal = E ( P0 , V0 , α 0 ) − E ( P0 ,V2 , α ) =
= E ( P0 , T0 , α 0 ) − E ( P0 , T0 , α ) ,
QPT = Qcal − P0 (V2 − V0 ) .

(4)
(5)

As you know, the last expression is used to calculate QP
for Qcal.

if only on the entire isotherm T0 between points 1 and 2
(Fig. 1) the products satisfy the Mendeleev–Clapeyron
equation. But this is certainly not true at point 1, where
the products are compressed to the density of the
condensed explosive.
We define the role of each heat of reaction in
physical processes.
We start by considering the heat QPV, proposed in
monograph [4]. From the expression for the energy
conservation law in a shock jump [2, 4]:

E ( P,V , α ) − E ( P0 ,V0 , α 0 ) =

( P + P0 )(V − V0 )
2

taking into account QPV (3) we obtain:

E ( P, V , α ) − E ( P0 ,V0 , α ) =

( P + P0 )(V0 − V )
2

+ QPV . (6)

It is easy to show that expression (6) if QPV > 0 is
detonation adiabat, and if QPV = 0 it is a shock adiabat
without reaction, and if QPV < 0 it is shock adiabat with
reaction. Thus, the heat of reaction QPV (3) determines
the type of shock-wave process.
To determine the role of different heats of reaction
in a shockless flow, we turn to the first law of
thermodynamics:
dE dq
dV
= −P
,
(7)
dt dt
dt
where t is time, q is heat entering the considered
particle of reaction products from the outside, i.e. from
neighboring particles.
We differentiate in expression (7) E and V as
complex functions of t taking into account the
determination of the heats of reaction (1) – (3) and
thermodynamic identities:
⎛ ⎛ ∂E ⎞
⎛ ∂V ⎞ ⎞ ⎛ ∂X ⎞
⎛ ∂E ⎞
⎛ ∂V ⎞
⎜⎜
⎟⎟ + P⎜⎜
⎟⎟ ⎟ ⎜⎜
⎟⎟ = −⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ − P⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ ,
⎜
⎜ ∂X
⎟
⎠Yα
⎝ ∂X ⎠Yα ⎠ ⎝ ∂Y ⎠ Sα
⎝ ∂Y ⎠ Xα
⎝ ∂Y ⎠ Xα
⎝⎝
(8)

where S is specific entropy, while X and Y represent V
and P, V and T or P and V. The obtained expressions
are transformed using the formulas for the specific heat
capacitiesСP, СV and the Grüneisen coefficient Г:
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⎛ ∂E ⎞
⎛ ∂V ⎞
C P = ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ + P⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ ;
⎝ ∂T ⎠ Pα
⎝ ∂T ⎠ Pα
⎛ ∂E ⎞
⎛ ∂P ⎞
CV = ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ ; Γ = V ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ .
⎝ ∂T ⎠Vα
⎝ ∂E ⎠V ,α

(9)

These formulas are actually definitions of CР, СV
and Г.
As a result, we find:
∂T

⎛ ∂T ⎞ dV 1
= ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
+
∂t ⎝ ∂V ⎠ Sα dt CV

⎛ dQVT dq ⎞
⎜⎜
+ ⎟⎟;
dt ⎠
⎝ dt

(10)

⎛ ∂T ⎞ dP 1 ⎛ dQPT dq ⎞
⎜⎜
= ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
+
+ ⎟⎟;
∂t ⎝ ∂P ⎠ Sα dt C P ⎝ dt
dt ⎠

(11)

∂T

∂P

⎛ ∂P ⎞ dV Γ ⎛ dQPV dq ⎞
= ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
+ ⎜⎜
+ ⎟⎟ .
∂t ⎝ ∂V ⎠ Sα dt V ⎝ dt
dt ⎠

(12)

Note that q and QXY enter each of expressions
(10) – (12) in the same way, i.e. each heat of reaction in
the equations plays the same role as the external heat.
From expressions (6), (10) – (12) it follows that of
the three heats of reaction QVT, QPT and QPV, the main
one cannot be distinguished. Each of them plays a
decisive role in the movements of the environment.
This must be borne in mind when analyzing and
calculating shock-wave processes.
On turbulent shock-wave motion

In condensed reacting media, a turbulent shockwave process is often observed. It arises due to the
initial inhomogeneity of the medium and the instability
of its laminar motion. In the theories of such a process,
equations are developed for the averaged motion of
a plane turbulent stationary shock or detonation wave
in a charge of physically infinitely large diameter in the
frame of reference associated with this wave (Fig. 2).

We consider the most developed of these theories
[4, 5]. Its peculiarity lies in the fact that the parameters
of the medium flow are averaged not only over the
cross sections of the charge, but also over the parts of
these sections, which are called δ-sections (Fig. 2).
The δ-section is determined as a part of the section, to
which the initial flow of the medium does not reach.
At each section, the δ-section changes its configuration
over time, but keeps its area constant due to the
stationarity of the process. This area, with distance
from the beginning of the wave, increases from zero at
the beginning of the wave to the cross-sectional area.
Another feature of the theory [4, 5] is that only
a part of the parameters, among which the density ρ,
is averaged with a weight function equal to unity.
The corresponding averages are denoted by the bar
above. The other part of the parameters is averaged
with the weight function ρ / ρ , and the corresponding
averages are denoted by two bars above.
When averaging over the sections and over the
δ-sections, we obtain the same type of system of shockwave equations:
ρ0 D = ρ D − u ;

)

(13)

Pef − P0 = ρ0 Du ;

(14)

(

Eef − E0 =

(Pef + P0 )(V0 − V )
2

+

qef
ρ0 D
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(15)

Here D and u are the wave and mass velocities of the
shock or detonation wave, respectively, effective
pressure Pef, effective internal energy Eef and effective
heat flux qef are determined by the expressions:
Pef = P + ρu x2 ;
Eef = E +

u x2 + u 2y + u z2
2

(16)

;

⎛
u x2 + u 2y + u z2 ⎞
⎟.
qef = Pu x + ρu x ⎜ E +
⎜
⎟
2
⎝
⎠

Fig. 2. The structure of a shock jump
in a turbulent shock-wave process:
1 – section part free of the δ-section;
2 – δ-section; 3 – shock front

.

(17)

(18)

where ux, uy, uz are turbulent pulsation velocity
components. In the case of isotropic turbulence, qef = 0.
In a turbulent shock-wave process, the effective
quantities Pef, Eef and qef behave similarly to the
corresponding quantities in a laminar process.
In the system of equations (13) – (18), obtained by
averaging over the cross sections, the initial point of the
shock or detonation wave lies at the pressure P0. On the
contrary, in the system of equations (13) – (18),
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obttained by avveraging oveer δ-sections,, the initial point
p
of the shock orr detonation wave lies att the peak of the
firsst shock jum
mp. This maakes it posssible to applly to
turrbulent detonnation the juustification for
f the selecction
rulle for the vellocity D takeen from the theory
t
of lam
minar
dettonation by Ya.B.
Y
Zeldovvich [1].
Attenuatioon of turbuulence in thhe flow off the
meedium maniffests itself ass a chemical reaction. Thhis is
froom expressioons (16), (177). For this reaction,
r
the sign
of the heat QPV (3) depends
d
on the Grüneeisen
coeefficient of the
t medium Г (9). If Г > 2/3 QPV > 0,
0 but
if Г < 2/3 QPVV < 0. Thereffore, when this reactioon is
mplete in thee detonation wave, the deetonation wiill be
com
norrmal if the medium
m
has Г > 2/3, but it is incompplete,
if Г < 2/3.
Accordingg to expressions (13) – (18), withinn the
lim
mits from the beginning of the shocck or detonaation
waave to the point
p
where the δ-sectioon occupiess the
enttire section, turbulence cannot
c
be neeglected. Herre, it
is the
t main facctor that deteermines the internal
i
struccture
of the shock waave or detonnation wave.
On the dependencee of the reacction rate
on the defoormation ratte
We considder the unusuual dependennces D(L) shhown
in Fig. 3. Theyy were obtainned in experim
ments perforrmed
in [6, 7] on thee initiation of
o a shock wave
w
with a plane
p
froont, and a conclusionn was draawn about the
meechanism of excitation off detonation by a shock wave
w
in cast TNT. Under the action of the
t shock wave,
w
i an
dettonation occuurs almost innstantly at thhe interface in
im
mperfect modde. The ampllitude of thee initiating shhock
waave is insuffficient to induce
i
a chhemical reacction
sim
milar to the chemical reaction
r
in ideal
i
detonaation.
Heere D and L are the shocck jump veloocity and its path
in the TNT chaarge, respecttively. Curvee 1 was obtaained
in [6], curve 2 – in [7]. Of
O fundamenttal importancce is
thee fact that on both D(L)
D
dependdences there are
secctions of connstant velocitty – “inductioon periods”.
Assumingg the Arrhhenius depeendence of the
reaaction rate on tempeerature, it is possiblee to
appproximately reproduce in
i calculatioons the shappe of
eacch of these curves sepaarately by chhoosing the preexpponent and activation
a
energy. Howevver, both of these
t
currves cannot be reproducced at once using the same
s
deppendence off the reaction rate on tempperature.
Hence it follows thaat not the temperature,
t
but
anoother factor determines the reactionn rate underr the
connditions of thhe observed shock-wave process.
Froom a comparrison of curvves 1 and 2 (F
Fig. 3) it folllows
thaat such a facttor can only be the rate of
o deformatioon of
thee reacting medium.
m
The same concllusion was made
m
earrlier in [8] based
b
on an analysis
a
of only
o
one currve 2
andd the associiated oscilloograms of thhe mass veloocity
takken from [6]..

Fig. 3. Devellopment of deetonation upo
on initiation
of
o cast TNT by
b shock wavees of a rectan
ngular profilee

The possibble dependennce of the reaction rate on
the deformationn rate of thee reacting medium
m
mustt be
born
ne in mind when
w
analyzzing and calculating shoockwav
ve processes in condensedd media.
Concllusion
The perform
med analysiss showed thaat, at least in the
casee of shock-wave proceesses in con
ndensed meddia,
therre is no suchh unified chaaracteristic of
o the chemiical
tran
nsformation of
o a substancce as the heaat of reactionn. In
each
h specific caase, you neeed to know which of thhese
charracteristics shhould be takken into accou
unt.
In the case of condenseed media, turrbulence cannnot
be neglected.
n
It plays a role as an additio
onal componnent
of the chemical compositionn of the med
dium and ass an
addiitional factorr in the therm
mal motion of
o the medium
m.
When annalyzing shhock-wave processes in
cond
densed mediia, it shouldd be borne in
n mind that the
rate of a chemiccal reaction can be deterrmined not only
o
by the
t temperatuure of the reeacting mediu
um, but alsoo by
its current
c
deforrmation.
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